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Executive Summary - Michael Little 
 
 The objectives for our consulting project were to bring more awareness to young 
professionals and women. Another goal was to get 25% more golf lessons booked. Social 
media was also an area that we felt could help build overall awareness. We hoped to gain 
3 followers on a newly made pinterest page and an increase of 30 likes on Facebook.   

We created a mock website on WordPress. Content was restored and organized on 
the website by renaming tabs, correcting link pathways, rewording of titles on the 
sidebar, and photos were relocated on the site. The content was the main focus because 
there was a large amount of information that was either duplicated on the site or was too 
wordy for the section that it was in. We were able to cut down some of the wordy 
sections such as the “My Philosophy” section by creating a short video about the way 
Michael Little teaches. Another important change was moving his contact information 
onto his “Rates” page so the customer could immediately schedule a golf lesson if they 
would like. They would not have to go to another page to obtain the information they 
needed. The website was managed and functional before we made changes, but we have 
made changes to the website to make it more efficient and convenient for customers to 
use. 

We ran a Google AdWords campaign for one month starting March 18th, 2014 
until April 19th, 2014. During this campaign we made an impression on nearly 64,000 
people and had 112 clicks. We spent $112 on our campaign with an average CPC of 
$0.90. Our most effective keywords were “golf,” “golf lessons,” and “golf Philadelphia.” 
The campaigns cost is justified because the average cost of a lesson is $100. Therefore 
one lesson pays for the cost of the campaign. 

There was a Facebook page created for the purpose of sharing to build brand 
awareness with the extension of small 30 second golf lessons built in.  This page was 
never put live and can be used later in the future.  Instead we used the Golf 1 (Temple 
University) facebook already created. We used short golf tips and videos to post on the 
page. This turned out to be well because of the larger following base already on the page. 

We created a Pinterest account to capitalize on Pinterest’s predominantly female 
user base but also include young professionals. There is a widespread user base of young 
professionals who utilize Pinterest and share their favorite things on the website. The 
creation a Pinterest page has expanded your brand on the internet while showing diversity 
with teaching golf, being a professional golfer, and your interests within sports.  

We decided a YouTube channel would be beneficial to build brand awareness. 
These videos were more directed at quick, simple lessons that anyone can watch for a 
better idea of what you teach. The first video added consisted of an idea mentioned to 
give Hooter the Owl a quick golf lesson. The next few videos dealt with the Golf 1 class 
and instructing students about minor issues to help their swings. 

Through the digital marketing strategy used, more brand awareness was gained in 
social media, through Google Adwords, and more views on the website.  We met our 
goal for followers by gaining 5 on Pinterest and produced 5 videos for the YouTube.  For 
the Google Adwords, our ads got almost 70,000 impressions.  The marketing platforms 
helped to bring a higher percentage of women to the website and more of a focus on the 
golf lessons.  Overall, we believe Michael gained a strong awareness for golfs with young 
professionals and women. 
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